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DON’T MISS THE POINT!

• Documenting sources is not just about following formats

• It’s about the writing!

• Writing a research paper is about adding to your knowledge

• Read for understanding, then tell your reader what you’ve read

• Incorporating sources is about showing the relationship between your ideas and 
others’

• How does the information you find help you to make your point/argument?



Research Proposal

• an outline of proposed research to be conducted.

• summary of information discussed in a project.

• given at the beginning of research.

• description of the research you wish to perform.

• It includes: 

• Title,introduction and hypothesis, methods, 
references

Research Paper 
• Presents ideas in response to information found in sources.

• allows you to make informed judgements and original 
interpretations.

• detailed information about previous research (Literature 
Review).

• It is not only the informed summary of topic by primary and 
secondary sources, but it is a genre that requires 
investigating sources to offer interpretations of the text.

• It is written after the proposal.

• It is a report of research that you have completed.

• It includes:

• Title page, abstract, introduction, methods, results, 
discussions, references cited, figures, tables and 
appendices



Why is Documentation Necessary?

• Research is about joining a conversation—you’re not writing in a vacuum 

• You demonstrate the extent to which you have tried to make yourself an expert (or at 
least more knowledgeable) about a topic

• You show how thorough you have been in looking at the issue or topic from all sides—in 
relation to what others have done—by what kind and how many sources you list

• In graduate study, especially, it is a way to position yourself within a particular camp or 
subdivision of your field—along with those who do a particular type of research and study

• To demonstrate academic integrity—giving credit for ideas that aren’t yours (avoiding 
plagiarism)

• To help your reader find the sources you used (you use your sources for your purposes, 
readers may be interested in using those sources for their own purposes)



Why are there different styles of 
documentation?

• Professionals in different fields of study have preferred ways to share 
information with others in their field

• How and what is prioritized has to do with how the profession operates

• Those in the humanities use MLA or Chicago/Turabian because it is a style that 
emphasizes the author first and puts location of texts in parenthesis or 
footnotes; when a text was created is less important than who created it

• In the sciences and social sciences, the currency of information is valued as 
much as the expert, so the use of APA emphasizes the author and year

• CSE has a specific format for sharing primary data in addition to the 
secondary sources listed on references page and CBE has both in-text and 
superscripts  (Note: all documentation styles share some basic elements)



Can’t I just use a citation generator?

• citation generators rely on the user’s input and follow set patterns. 

• citation generators cannot exercise any judgment of their own. 

• writers who use citation generators as if they were definitive authorities 
(rather than powerful tools) expose themselves to problems. 

• if a writer gives citation generators inaccurate information, the generator is 
not able to “sort out” errors.



How to Use Citation Generators Responsibly

• Make sure the information you input is correct (spelling, capitalization, 
edition number, etc.)

• Be sure to know the type of source (academic journal or magazine?)

• Use reputable sources (see handout)

• Double-check! (note capitalization of titles, page numbers, lingering place 
holders)

• Does it work with in-text citation? (difference when using author’s name in 
signal phrase)



• Type on white 8.5“ x 11“ paper

• Double-space everything

• Use 12 pt. Times New Roman (or similar) font 

• Have no title page

• Leave only one space after punctuation

• Set all margins to 1 inch on all sides

• Indent the first line of paragraphs one half-
inch

• Have a header with page numbers located in 
the upper right-hand corner



• The first page of an MLA Style paper will:

• Have no title page

• List your name, your instructor's name, the 
course, and date in the upper left-hand corner

• Center the paper title (use standard caps but no 
underlining, italics, quote marks, or bold 
typeface)

• Create a header in the upper right corner at half 
inch from the top and one inch from the right of 
the page (list your last name and page number 
here)



An APA paper should:

• Have 1 inch margins

• Double-space everything

• 12 pt font Times New Roman 

• Indent the first line of the paragraph 

Every page of your essay should:

• Include a page header (Title, all caps) in 
the upper left-hand corner and (Running 
head)

• The page number in the upper right



• The Title Page contains :

• First name, middle initial, and last name

• Institutional affiliation 

• Professor

• School name 

• Running head with page number

• Left side justified with page number on the right 

• Should be Centered 

• No abbreviated or unnecessary words 



• Section Headings are generally optional:

• Headings should usually be numbered

• Headings should be consistent in grammar and 
formatting but, otherwise, are up to you

Unnumbered (by level): 

Example:

Level 1: Parental Warmth (Bold, flush left)

Level 2: Internalization (Italics, flush left) 

Level 3: Resentment (Centered, bold)

Level 4: Effects of  Resentment (Centered, Italics)

Level 5: Rebuilding A Relationship (underlined, flush left)

Numbered (all flush left with no underlining, bold or 

italics: 

Example:

1. Parental Warmth

2. Parental Punishment

2.1 Internalization

2.2 Defiance 

3. Theoretical Framework



APA Headings

Format

Centered, Boldfaced, Upper & Lowercase Headings

Left-aligned, Boldface, Upper & Lowercase Headings

Indented, boldface, lowercase heading with a period.

Indented, boldface, italicized, lowercase heading with period.

Indented, italicized, lowercase heading with a period.

Introduction (Level 1)

Background of  the Study ( Level 2) 

Significance of  the Study (Level 2)

Theoretical Framework (Level 2)

Baumrind Parenting style model.(Level 3)

Authoritative. (Level 4)

Authoritarian. (Level 4)

Permissive. (Level 4)

Literature Review (Level 2) 



• An in-text citation is a brief reference in your text that indicates the source 
you used. 

• It should direct readers to the entry in your works-cited list for that source.

• It should be unobtrusive: provide the citation information without 
interrupting your own text.

• Generally author’s last name (or abbreviated title) with a page number, 
enclosed in parentheses.



1. Wordsworth stated that Romantic poetry was marked by a “spontaneous 
overflow of  powerful feelings” (263).

2. Romantic poetry is characterized by the “spontaneous overflow of  powerful 
feelings” (Wordsworth 263).  

3. Wordsworth extensively explored the role of  emotion in the creative process 
(263).

• The author's name may appear in the sentence or in parentheses following the quotation or paraphrase, but the page number(s) 
should always appear in the parentheses, not in the text of  your sentence.



• If quotations are 5 or more lines of text-start 
new line

• Indent quote ½ inch from left margin

• Maintain double spacing 

• Do not add quotation marks 

• Do not indent the first line an extra amount or 
add quotation marks not present in the original

• If a new paragraph begins in the middle of the 
quotation, indent its first line.



• Sources must include the author and year

• Approximately two decades ago, the notion of violence against women and prevention 
techniques were unpopular (Graffunder, Noonan, Cox, & Wheaton, 2004). (Paraphrased)

• According to Burnette (2015), indigenous women are more than two times more likely to 
experience physical and sexual violence from a partner than women in the dominant 
population. (Paraphrased)

• Some factors that deterred indigenous women from seeking help were “a lack of 
standardized protocol, jurisdictional confusion, delayed intervention, nonprosecution, 
police discretion, mistrust and breaches in confidentiality” (Burnette, 2015, p 122).  
(Quoted)

When citing an electronic document, whenever possible, cite it in the author-date style. If 
electronic source lacks page numbers, locate and identify paragraph number/paragraph 

heading.

According to Jones(2013),…(In Her Shoes, para. 12) 



• Quotes are considered long if they contain 
40 words or more. 

• It is started on a new line 

• Long quotations are indented ½ inch from the 
left margin

• Quotation marks are not used on long quotes 



Author.

Title of source.

Title of Container,

Other Contributors,

Version,

Publication date,

Location.

Number,

Publisher,

Authors full name is listed

Books and websites should be in italics 

*complete works which contain smaller works (a book containing essays or academic journal
containing articles) or larger containers holding smaller containers (database containing academic 
journals)

someone other than the primary author (or editor)  Ex: Translated, annotated 

edition or version of a work

part of a numbered sequence, such as a multi-volume book, or journal with both volume and 
issue numbers

publisher produces or distributes the source to the public

published on more than one date, such as an online version of an original source

Be as specific as possible in identifying a work’s location. Ex: Museum of Modern Art, New York

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



• Each entry in the list of works cited is made up of core elements given in a specific order. 

• Each element is followed by the punctuation mark shown here.

Author.

Title of source.

Title of Container,

Other Contributors,

Version,

Publication date,

Location.

Number,

Publisher,

Belton, John.

“Painting by the Numbers: The Digital Intermediate.

Film Quarterly,

Translated by Lydia G. Cochrane,

vol. 61,

no.3

2008

Belton, John. “Painting by the Numbers: The Digital Intermediate.” Film Quarterly, 
Translated by Lydia G. Cochrane, vol. 61,no. 3, Spring 2008, pp. 58-65.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



James



• Each entry in the reference page is made up of the core elements 
in a specific order.  

• Center the title (References) at the top of the page. Do not bold 
it.

• Double-space reference entries

• Flush left the first line of the entry and indent subsequent lines

• Order entries alphabetically by the surname of the first author of 
each work



Author/ Creator.

(Year of Publication)

Title of Work

Publication name

Volume,

Page Numbers

Doi or Url

Number,

Publication Date,

Last Name, First Initial

For books, give the year. You find most publication information inside the book on the 
reverse of the title page

Main title of the work 

person, firm, or corporate body responsible for making a work available to the public

Edition of the work 

part of a numbered sequence, such as a multi-volume book, or journal with both volume and 
issue numbers

published on more than one date, such as an online version of an original source

Page numbers for the work used 

A digital object identifier (DOI) is a unique alphanumeric string assigned by a registration 
agency

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.



Robert Stewart

2012

Psychological Testing and Assessment: An introduction to test and measurement

Mental Measurements Yearbook

8

2

269-299

doi:10.1108/03090560710821161

Author/ Creator.

(Year of Publication).

Title of Work.

Publication name or Journal,

Volume

Page Numbers.

Doi or Url

(Number)

Publication Date,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Stewart, R. (2012). Psychological testing and assessment. Mental Measurements 

Yearbook, 8(2), 269-299. doi:10.1108/03090560710821161



• Note: Reference cannot be 
in the body of the 
paragraph if it is not listed 
on the reference list 

• Reference cannot be listed 
in the reference page if the 
source is not documented 
in the body of the research 
paper 

Alphabetical 
order-

ascending  

• Double spaced 
• Times New 

Roman font 

Hanging 
indent



Fyi…

• By choosing to search “Google” for sources rather than search the library 
resources, you are choosing a sub-par education!

• Google serves a purpose, but when you’re doing serious academic study, 
you need to be assured the information is accurate and trustworthy—that’s 
what librarians are for! 

• They’ve done the work for you by gathering all of the BEST information in 
one place—and it’s not in Google!

• Are you here for “higher education” or are you just trying to get by?

• If you’re just trying to get by, you can save yourself the cost of a higher 
education and go do something else!



Let’s look at an example of  2 types of sources!

News article on 
Website/Web page

News article in library 
database



https://style.mla.org/ http://www.apastyle.org 


